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HOW THE ECONOMY IS—AND
ISN’T—AFFECTING OUR LIVES
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it seems every day there is dire news
about the economy—and even more
dire news about how it is affecting our

everyday lives. If you believe the
headlines, we’re driving smaller
cars—or we’re not driving at all.
We’re not eating out—or maybe
we’re still eating out but more cheap-

ly. We’re not shopping—except
maybe we’re shopping only at dollar
stores. It’s kind of hard to tell, with
some seeming contradictions in news
stories lately. So with marketers

WHAT WE’RE DOING

WHAT WE’RE NOT

EATING SNACKS

PepsiCo says in its earnings that Frito volume is up but soft-drink
volume is down. Luckily it markets both.

DRIVING OLD PRIUSES

Demand is so hot for the Toyota model that it
can’t keep up—so drivers are ponying up
more for used models than for new ones.

HAVING SEX

BUYING IPHONES

explaining away this largely lousy
batch of earnings with explanations
about just what America is—and
isn’t—doing lately, we thought we’d
round it all up for you.

Eli Lilly and Pfizer posts gains for erectile-dysfunction drugs Cialis and Viagra,
but sales for smoking-cessation drug Chantix go up in smoke. Blame
those after-sex cigarettes.

AT&T sees its traditional base eroding, but it just can’t keep those
iPhones in stock.

DRINKING SODA
DRIVING NEW PRIUSES

How tough is the newspaper
business? One indicator: The New
York Times Co.’s credit rating is now
one step above junk—and Standard
& Poor’s has put it on CreditWatch,
signaling a rating cut may be
coming. The Times actually has one
of the sector’s higher ratings; much
of the field already is junk. Journal
Register Co. , owner of papers in the
Northeast and Midwest, has halted
interest payments to banks1.
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QUITTING SMOKING
Washington
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USING LANDLINES
Gannett Co.▼
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GOING TO THE MOVIES

GETTING COFFEE
FROM MCDONALD’S
PLAYING ‘ROCK BAND’

“Iron Man” and “Indiana Jones” boost Viacom’s film division
35% in the second quarter, but its cable ad sales are up only 1%,
lower than the company’s forecast of 3% to 4%.

WATCHING MTV

The Golden Arches credits java for lifting breakfast sales;
Starbucks shutters stores and lays people off.

GETTING IT FROM
STARBUCKS

Electronic Arts reports brisk sales for its music video game but says
preorders for its popular sports franchise are surprisingly slow.

New York
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ORDERING FROM
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PLANNING TO PLAY
‘MADDEN NFL 09’
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McClatchy Co.▼
GateHouse Media
Operating▼
Tribune Co.▼
Freedom
Commun.▼
MediaNews▼

The McDonald’s bargain menu accounts for
nearly 15% of sales—but the chain is trying to
get consumers to order pricier items.
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News Corp. ▲

Amazon’s profit doubles in the second quarter vs. the same
period last year, while the New York Times’ profit falls 82%.
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BULKING UP
ON BIG MACS
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SPECULATIVE GRADE (JUNK BONDS)

By SHERRY MAZZOCCHI

INVESTMENT GRADE

Our roundup of the often confusing news about consumer spending behavior

CCCCC

KNITTING PONCHOS

DINING ON MAC
AND CHEESE

Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia posts a 5% gain in second-quarter revenue.
A Deloitte study finds that nearly half of consumers will spend $100 less on
back-to-school this year.

BUYING BACK-TOSCHOOL CLOTHES

Families are gathering around the dinner table, as Kraft posts higher-thanexpected earnings, but they’re not eating so good in the neighborhood, as
Applebee’s same-store sales fall 1.7% in the second quarter.

DINING AT APPLEBEE’S
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1. S&P 7/25 lowered rating to D; S&P 8/1 withdrew company’s ratings.
Ratings for selected media companies with major newspaper
businesses. Source: Standard & Poor’s ratings via Bloomberg

